Power in People
There’s power in knowing what’s really going on in your organization. Research shows that in the United States
alone, disengaged employees result in $500 billion every year in lost productivity, and employee replacement costs
are often 20 percent or more of their salary. AMP™ is an early warning system, because as they say, “however much
you think is going on, there is always more going on.” In less than 15 minutes, you’ll know precisely how, when and
where to intervene to improve their attachment for healthier, more productive and more profitable operations.

Attachment. Motivation. Performance.
AMP™ is a cloud-based system that allows you to protect your “people investment” and unleash their potential. On
a routine basis, it measures each individual’s Attachment to the organization, and provides you with targeted
strategies to prevent and even reverse detachment. The more attached they feel to the workplace, and the more
attached they feel the organization is to them, the more Motivated they’ll become. The more motivated they are,
the better they’ll Perform.

Reduce Stress.
Through a series of short online questions, AMP™ measures each
individual’s stress “condition” and the system indicates how you
should respond to their situation:
Normal - In the normal range
Caution - Keep an eye on this chart
Concern - Intervention recommended
Issue - Immediate intervention required

AMP™ monitors numerous stressors and job issues, everything
from a person’s work-life balance, career development, their
sense of team support, to workload level. It takes less than 15
minutes to complete and is automatically scheduled to be retaken
based on their condition.

Quick, Accurate, Easy.
Ongoing measurement allows you to track each employee, team, department or location. The intuitive online
design gives you complete control to follow the progress and trends of your eﬀorts, so you can do more of what
works and less of what doesn’t. AMP™ removes the guesswork and saves you time.

Protect Your Investment.
AMP™ is your insurance against “ﬁnding out too late.” It’s a power system for increasing retention and employee
engagement. The results are inspiring – when stress is maintained at a healthy level and employees sense the
organization is committed to them, they stay. Investing in your people pays!

AMPlify Your Organization.
AMP™ shows you more than just the organization’s impact on individuals – it measures across the organization
for changes in morale, teamness, supervisory performance and workgroup health. You’ll see a
snapshot of the entire workplace through dynamic reports, right on the home screen.
It’s simply powerful!
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